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 Most studies of the atomic structure of glasses, especially non-metallic ones, are conducted at 
high temperatures and - in terms of modeling - often in the super-cooled phase of the melt. That comes 
because X-ray and neutron-scattering techniques cannot unambiguously resolve the intermediate- and 
long-range atomic structure of the amorphous solids. For insulating glasses the continuously random 
network model of Zachariasen-Warren has dominated the field in the West, though in the Soviet block 
the alternative concept of crystallites and cellular superclusters has held fast to the post up till our days. 

 In this talk the case for an intermediate picture of the glass structure will be demonstrated, 
looking at the glassy state from its frozen end (at low and very low temperatures) as one would do with 
a crystal. The new tool proposed is using remnant degrees of freedom in the otherwise frozen matrix of 
a glass that are still ergodic and are dynamical defects known as tunneling systems. These are normally 
modeled in terms of simple tunneling two-level systems, sitting in a medium with a flat distribution of 
their relevant parameters – a legacy from Zachariasen-Warren. However, the two-level systems picture 
– though successful - is not capable of describing many experiments at low temperatures in a consistent 
way, notably experiments contradicting the standard tunneling model, and especially the magnetic and 
composition effects that are hard to explain with this model. It will be shown that a demise of the 
Zachariasen-Warren dogma and a refined cellular-type structural model for the intermediate-range 
atomic structure can lead, when folded in the tunneling-systems concept, to a much improved 
explanation of most experiments with cold glasses1 and to an improved picture of the atomic structure. 
Moreover, it also leads to a promising new mechanism for the glass transition4 and for studying the 
physical properties of amorphous solids from 1 mK all the way to Tx (crystallization temperature)3,4. 

 The new cellular picture for the intermediate atomic structure of a glass will be introduced and 
the implementation of the tunneling model, with two distinct tunneling species on such structure will be 
shown to lead to a quantum-mechanical theory for the remnant effective degrees of freedom capable of 
explaining all experiments so far. Also, predictions for exotic new magnetic effects2 will be made, so 
that the atomic structure of glasses will be accessible through new, tunneling, magnetic eyes3,4. 
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